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PROJECT OVERVIEW
A website for people who wants 
to know about newar ethnic 
group, their cultures and how 
they can get engaged in.
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Age group of 14-30 years old.
Suitable for every genders.
People who belong to the 
newar ethnic group and wants 
to know  indepth about newari 
cultures and also get engaged 
in the cultures.
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Age: 23 Address: New Road, Kathmandu

Status: SingleProfession: Photographer

Can’t find accurate information 
regarding the cultures.
Not very connecting with elderly.

To promote culture by photography.
To feel like he’s part of a community.

To know the date when different cultures
are celebrated.

Outgoing Adventurous Influential

Confident Flexible

ABOUT

WANTS

PERSONALITY

FRUSTRATIONS

To know more about cultures.

PRANIS
“Sharing stories through photography.”



Age: 18 Address: Naya bazar, Kathmandu

Status: SingleProfession: Student

Doesn’t know where he can find
information regarding the cultures.

To know when, where & how it’s 
celebrated.

To know why those cultures are 
celebrated.

Sociable Religious Casual

Friendly Funny

ABOUT

WANTS

PERSONALITY

FRUSTRATIONS

To get more engaged with the cultures.

LUJAN
“Love for cultures.”



USER JOURNEY MAP

Problem

Search
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Information
Lujan wants to get 
engaged with the 
newari cultures but 

doesn’t know 
where & when he 
can get engaged.

Lujan gets a bunch of 
results after searching 
for newari cultures he 

gets a basic information 
websites for newar 

community.

The results he gets 
are about newari 
ethnic group and 

some are about list 
of newari festivals.

After searching 
for some time, he 

lands on my page, 
where he gets all  

detailed information 
regarding newar 
ethnic group and 

their cultures.

Lujan finds all the in-
formation that he’s 

looking for like when 
next celebration is 
and where the cul-

ture will be practised 
so that he can get 

engaged.



Text Images Illustrations
Plan to create contents by
collecting and refining 
existing data from other 
blogging sites and also
write some original content
with the help of my friends 
and family.

CONTENT
CREATION

Some elements and icons 
will be created and I plan 
to animate some elements 
within the website.  

Photos would be 
collected from my 
photographer friends,
stock images and social
media.



Thank You!


